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‘What did the critics call it? A superiority complex masked by false 
insecurity.’  Simon, his friend and uncompromising writer, throws 
this at Boris at a dinner party. Boris, a former novelist, has since 
become a stand up comedian. Once provocative and with great 
literary dreams, his life now is as a communist party favourite. His 
spiel is vanilla, predictable and childish. If humour can be catharsis, 
satire and laughing so one doesn’t cry Boris’ jokes are so bland 
they are almost offensive in their palatability. 

Set in the 1980s, discontent in the Soviet Union is high but a 
culture of fear abounds. Boris and his friends form an interesting 
subsection of different artistic archetypes in the Soviet Union. 
There is Simon, who is unremitting and not wrongfully proud of 
this. He is a portrait of a writer who belongs to a great tradition 
of philosophy, polemic and depth so rife in 19th century and early 
20th century Russian literature. Conversely Max, an actor, has 
found his cultural affiliation with the US. He returns saying that ‘he 
still has the dirt of the desert on his hands.’ When Simon criticises 
Boris, Max defends him, what use is provocation when no one will 
print it? Boris seems to be one of those people that life happened 
to, his former career as a novelist is mentioned frequently. In one 
of the film’s earliest scenes, a woman asks him to sign her book 
and claims that her and her daughter consider him one of the 
lost potential greats. Boris plays it off with humour, ‘this might 
be the only book that goes down in value once it is signed by the 
author.’ His desire for an easy life has taken its pound of flesh in 
another way. His friend’s don’t respect him, neither does his son 
who has a penchant for anti-communist rock. He clearly does 
not respect himself much either. After a sexual encounter with a 
woman, he breaks down like a child, his normally lightly cynical 
exterior broken. In becoming one of the Soviet Union’s leading 
media figures, he has lost any real passion. The irony here is, Boris 
is not even supporting the system. It is more that it is so blatantly 
apparent, that jokes that do not touch on it it is a strange apology 
for its existence. 

Also, in many ways, being publicly seen means Boris lives in a 
state of fear. This is something largely forgotten by the people 
that criticise him for his success. But it is a system where success 
means that you’re locked in and constantly scrutinised. It is a 
platform for life, but this is a prison sentence. This is consolidated 
when Boris is picked up by KGB agents in the middle of the night. 
Anything could happen at any moment. It transpires that he has 
been taken to give a performance for cosmonauts, and yet it could 
have been anything else . 

Michael Idov, the film’s director and the screenwriter for Leto 
(2018), was a child in the 1980s. His film’s a tinged with a self 
aware nostalgia for the past. It is not just a critical film, there is 
a deliberate beauty and melancholic lens born on the culture of 
the past. Anton Dolin for Meduza commented on this particular 
perspective apparent in Idov’s films, ‘Idov is fortunate to have dual 
optics: he looks at the late Soviet experience from within, through 
the lends of childhood nostalgia, and from the outside, with the 
irony of the successful emigrant.’ This mixture of love and criticism 
is what makes The Humorist (2019) such a successful film. 

In contemporary Russian filmmaking, there has been a trend 
toward criticising the contemporary society through a depiction 
of the former Soviet Union. Whether this is truly intended by the 
directors and artists who who worked on the film, or whether it 
is an extrapolation in critical analysis is somewhat redundant to 
consider. The fact of the matter is, the preoccupation with the dark 
sides of the past is nearly always a symptom of discontent with 
the present, conscious or subconscious, or why would one loop 
back to certain issues? Therefore, it is very easy to agree with the 
argument that Michael Idov’s film is a distorted polemic on the 
present, and the high strictures upon art in modern Russia today. 
This is best highlighted by the scene where Boris can barely bring 
himself to meet his own eyes in the mirror. It is a case of past 
meeting present and the disturbing sense of identification that that 
provides.  
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